dependently predicted 30-day mortality (per point; OR 1.16; 95% CI 1.06-1.27; p = 0.002) and poor functional outcome (OR 1.11; 95% CI 1.02-1.20; p = 0.011) after ICH. In receiveroperator characteristic analysis, the addition of mGS tended to be associated with a higher prognostic accuracy for survival (area under curve 0.886 vs. not including mGS 0.812; p = 0.053). Conclusions: The mGS improves outcome prediction after supratentorial ICH beyond other previously established factors in an unselected population.
Introduction
Among patients with intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), 35-45% have intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) [1] . This is an important determinant of outcome after ICH [2] . IVH volume is a valuable tool to assess prognosis after ICH [3] , but at present exact IVH volumes are labor-intensive to determine. A semi-quantitative bedside method, the modified Graeb Scale (mGS), has been developed to estimate the extent characteristics of the IVH without measuring exact IVH volumes [4, 5] . The mGS is based upon 3 factors: location of the IVH, the estimated blood volume in each ventricular compartment, and the presence of ventricle expansion due to hematoma (online suppl. table e-1; for all online suppl. material, see www. karger.com/doi/10.1159/000442575). A more detailed description of the method has been published [4, 5] .
The mGS has a high inter-and intraobserver reliability [5, 6] and correlates well with IVH volume [5] . Additionally, mGS predicts poor functional outcome after ICH with higher accuracy than the original Graeb Scale (oGS) [7] from which mGS is derived [5] . The oGS predicts poor functional outcome after IVH with similar precision as 2 other methods for IVH assessment [8] [9] [10] . The mGS has been validated in a cohort derived from clinical trials [5] and was associated with mortality in a convenience sample [11] , but the relevance of these observations to broader ICH populations is unknown. To evaluate the external validity of mGS as a bedside tool for prognostication of outcome, we investigated in an unselected cohort of supratentorial ICH-patients whether mGS can (1) prognosticate 30-day survival; (2) prognosticate poor 90-day functional outcome; and (3) improve the precision of the outcome prognostication compared to only using data the on presence or absence of IVH.
Materials and Methods

Study Population and Patient Inclusion
In the hospital-based Lund Stroke Register [12] , we prospectively and consecutively registered all first-ever stroke patients admitted to Skåne University Hospital, Lund, Sweden, who were inhabitants of the local catchment area, where no other hospital is located (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) : mean 240,000 inhabitants) [13] , between March 2001 and February 2007. All Swedish citizens have universal access to health care, giving them access to their local hospital. ICH-patients were cared for according to local guidelines at the neurological stroke unit or the neurosurgical/neurological intensive care unit. Patients diagnosed with ICH only at autopsy or diagnosed and treated solely as outpatients were not registered. Data on the total Swedish population 2001-2006 in 10-year age spans were obtained from the National Census Office (statistics Sweden) [13] . The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board.
Inclusion required the presence of spontaneous ICH or IVH detected on a baseline CT-scan performed within 7 days of clinical stroke onset. Patients with ICH secondary to trauma, vascular malformation, arterial aneurysm, tumor, or infarct were excluded. We chose the 7-day time limit in order to reduce the risk of underestimating radiological imaging-characteristics, as these characteristics change over time after stroke onset due to hemoglobin breakdown [14] .
The prognostic factors and indications for surgical therapy differ between infratentorial and supratentorial ICH [15] and we therefore excluded infratentorial ICH-patients from further analysis.
Assessment of Radiological Characteristics
CT-scans were used to determine ICH volume (using the AxBxC/2-method) [16] , ICH location (deep, lobar, cerebellar, brainstem, or mixed deep and lobar), and mGS. Two independent readers (B.M.H. and T.C.M.) were blinded from patient history when determining radiological characteristics. An initial training series of 23 CT-scans (15 with supratentorial ICH and IVH) was co-assessed by the 2 readers. Assessment differences between observers were resolved during a meeting to form a consensus decision. The mean mGS score between readers was used in statistical analysis if the score was not arrived at by consensus. This resulted in some mGS scores not being integer values. Neuroradiological expertise (PCS) was consulted when specific neuroradiological questions arose.
Clinical Characteristics
Baseline clinical characteristics were gathered directly from patient interviews and/or from medical records. The level of consciousness at admission according to the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) [17] was estimated from medical records. If GCS could not be assessed, a translation from baseline Reaction Level Scale score (the routine method for assessing level of consciousness in Sweden) was used [18] . The following cardiovascular risk factors were registered: diabetes mellitus, smoking at baseline, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, atrial fibrillation and/or ischemic heart disease present at baseline or in patient history [19] . Anticoagulant and/or antiplatelet therapy within 2 days before ICH onset was recorded as well as previous transient ischemic attack, classified as focal neurological symptoms lasting less than 24 h. Surgical treatment was defined as ICH-evacuation and/or insertion of an external ventricular drain (EVD) for acute lowering of intracranial pressure.
Laboratory Characteristics
WBC count and C-reactive protein (CRP) at admission to hospital were included as general markers for inflammation and systemic stress reaction [20, 21] ; they were dichotomized at the local laboratory's upper reference limit >11 × 10 9 /l, and >5 mg/l, respectively.
Follow-Up
We obtained survival status for all patients in February 2011 from the National Census Office by using specific personal identification numbers assigned to all Swedish citizens. Follow-up data on functional outcome were either prospectively obtained from the Swedish Stroke Register (Riks-Stroke) -a national quality register for acute stroke, or retrospectively from medical records [22] . Functional outcome at 90-days after ICH onset (using the time point closest to 90 days within the range 50-150 days, or death within 150 days) was assessed using the modified Rankin Scale (mRS) [23] . Riks-Stroke's 90-day follow-up includes 5 self-reported items on activities of daily life, which can be translated into mRS [24] . Poor functional outcome was defined as mRS ≥ 4. If no outcome was available in the 50-150 days post-ictus window, the outcome was treated as missing data.
Statistics
Descriptive analyses were done using Fishers exact test, Pearson's χ 2 test, and Mann-Whitney U test where appropriate. Interrater agreement for mGS assessment was assessed using the intraThe mGS Improves Outcome Prediction Logistic regression analyses were used for univariate and multivariate analyses of prognostic factors for patients with supratentorial ICH with 30-day survival and poor functional outcome (as defined above) as dependent factors. Surgery was excluded in the regression analysis, as active intervention for a selected subgroup should be analyzed separately, which is beyond the scope of this study. Covariates with p values <0.10 were included in multivariate analyses. The mGS and the dichotomous indicator of IVH were included in 2 separate multivariate analyses (hereafter referred to as models A and B, respectively) as these variables are highly colinear. Multiple imputation (MI) was used to mitigate potential bias and loss of power due to missing covariates and functional outcome assessments. Missing values were imputed using binary and ordinal logistic regression models including age and ICH volume, and results from 20 imputed datasets were combined using MI procedures. Kaplan-Meier curves and log rank test were used to study differences in 30-day survival between groups on mGS, divided into quartiles.
The DeLong test for paired receiver-operator characteristics (ROC) curves was used to compare area under (the ROC) curve (AUC) for logistic regression models with and without mGS, adjusted for age and ICH-volume, for patients with supratentorial ICH and concomitant IVH. Due to the limited sample size, model adjustment was limited to age and ICH volume to avoid potential bias and reduce variability of estimates. Non-nested models were compared using the Vuong test.
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM-SPSS version 20 and R version 3.1.0. MI and ROC analyses were performed with R using mitools package [25] and the pROC package [26] , respectively.
Results
Study Population
A total of 291 patients with ICH were identified. After exclusion of 30 patients with ICH due to secondary causes, the annual age-adjusted incidence, estimated from the 261 remaining recorded cases with spontaneous ICH, was 21.0/100,000 (95% CI 18.4-23.5). For the analysis of supratentorial ICH, we then excluded patients with baseline CT-scan performed ≥ 7 days after ictus (n = 7), missing baseline clinic-radiological characteristics due to initial hospitalization elsewhere (n = 8), and infratentorial ICH (n = 48, of which 28 had concomitant IVH). Supratentorial ICH was thus observed among 198 (80%) patients of whom 86 had IVH (median mGS 12; range 1-28).
Data on survival were available for all patients. The functional outcome, 90 days post ictus, could not be obtained for 17 (8.6%) of the included patients. For the 181 supratentorial ICH-patients in which functional outcome could be obtained, follow-up information came from Riks-Stroke and medical journals in 135 (75%) and 46 (25%) cases, respectively. Of 60 patients who survived 150 days after ICH onset and were subsequently followed up by Riks-Stroke, 44 patients (73%) completed the response forms themselves, 11 (18%) had caregiver or staff answering for them, and 5 (8%) had no information on who completed the form. Among patients surviving 150 days, functional outcome was assessed 103 days after ICH onset in mean (SD 20.0; median 94). Patients with supratentorial ICH who were comatose at admission (GCS <9; n = 41) had a 30-day mortality of 93%.
Among the 198 patients with supratentorial ICH baseline, CT was performed within 24 h in 151 (76%) and within 48 h in 186 (94%) of the patients. Fifteen supratentorial ICH-patients with IVH were part of the training series and therefore excluded from assessments of interrater agreement. A perfect agreement between readers was obtained in 20 (28%) of the 71 individual mGS assessments, and the readers scores were within ±3 points in 66 (93%) cases; this corresponds to a high inter-rater agreement (ICC 0.95 for single measures; 95% CI 0.92-0.97).
Comparisons between Supratentorial ICH-Patients with and without IVH
No statistically significant differences in gender or age distribution were observed between supratentorial ICHpatients with and without IVH (online suppl. table e-2). Compared with ICH-patients without ventricular blood, patients with concomitant IVH had lower GCS at admission (p < 0.001), larger ICH-volume (p < 0.001), higher rates of deep and lower rate of lobar ICH (p < 0.001), higher CRP (p = 0.001), higher WBC count (p < 0.001), and higher prevalence of diabetes mellitus (p = 0.005). Further information on baseline demographics, risk-factors, and functional outcome for supratentorial ICH-patients with and without IVH is shown in online supplementary table e-2.
The 30-day and 1-year mortality rate, respectively, were 49 (57%; 95% CI 46-67%) and 58 (67%; 95% CI 57-77%) for patients with supratentorial ICH and IVH, compared to 13 (12%; 95% CI 6-17%) and 22 (20%; 95% CI 11-25%) for ICH-patients without IVH (p < 0.001, Pearson's χ 2 test). The differences in 30-day mortality between patients with and without IVH are illustrated in figure 1 . Patients with supratentorial ICH and IVH at baseline, who survived 150 days post ictus, generally had worse functional outcome at follow-up than patients without IVH (p = 0.018; Mann-Whitney U test; distribution shown in online suppl. figure 1 , among patients with supratentorial ICH and IVH, higher mGS was associated with lower survival rates (p < 0.001 for overall comparison of mGS quartiles), where the first mGS quartile had a 30-day survival of 76%, while patients in mGS quartiles 3 and 4 had a notably worse 30-day survival (25 and 18%, respectively).
In univariate analyses, presented in 
ROC Analyses of mGS among Supratentorial ICH-Patients with IVH
In ROC analyses of all patients with supratentorial ICH and IVH, the inclusion of the mGS in the prognostic model for 30-day survival resulted in better model fit, as indicated by a significant reduction in model deviance (χ 2 = 12.59; p < 0.001) and a trend toward higher AUC (0.886 vs. no mGS 0.812; p = 0.053). The addition of mGS increased sensitivity from 67 to 88% at a specificity of 80% as illustrated in online supplementary figure e-1A. In the prognostic model for poor functional outcome (online suppl. fig. e-1B) , inclusion of the mGS did not result in a significant reduction in model deviance (χ 2 = 1.56; p = 0.211) or increased AUC (0.83 vs. no mGS 0.82; p = 0.563).
Discussion
We found a great variability within the clinical courses of ICH-patients with IVH as illustrated by the large differences in cumulative survival in different mGS quartiles ( fig. 1 ) . The risk estimate (OR) obtained from mGS improved the possibility to stratify ICH patients with more detail compared with the more coarse risk estimate (OR) derived from the dichotomous variable IVH yes/no. These findings support the importance of routinely quantifying IVH to better determine prognosis after ICH.
The mGS was an independent predictor of 30-day survival after ICH in the multivariate analysis with a 16% increased odds for death per increased mGS point (OR 1.16; 95% CI 1.06-1.27). In survival tables depicting the distribution of survival for subgroups of IVH, large differences in survival were seen between patients in the first quartile and the third and fourth quartile of mGS, where the former group's survival was similar to that of ICHpatients without IVH, and the latter had a notably worse survival compared to all IVH-patients.
In our study, each point increase in mGS increased the odds for a poor 90-day functional outcome (mRS ≥ 4) by 11% (OR 1.11; 95% CI 1.02-1.20), which is in line with the 12% previously reported (OR 1.12; 95% CI 1.05-1.19) [5] .
The mGS ROC analyses showed a trend toward improving the accuracy of survival prognostication (AUC including mGS 0.886 vs. no mGS 0.812; p = 0.053) among IVH-patients, although this finding did not reach statistical significance. Models using AUC may underestimate the impact of new prognostic markers when adjusted for other strong predictors that on their own render a high 48 sensitivity and specificity [27] . Given the limited sample and that we adjusted for 2 of the most potent predictors of outcome after ICH (age and ICH-volume), the trend toward increased AUC by adding mGS suggests that mGS is an important prognostic marker for survival after ICH. Considering the high prognostic accuracy of the original models without mGS (AUC 0.812 and 0.82 for survival and poor functional outcome), this study risked being underpowered to show an increased accuracy by the addition of mGS when analyzed by c-statistics (ROC). With this in mind, we base our conclusions on the usefulness of mGS for prognostication on the multiple regression analysis and survival tables rather than ROC curves.
Other factors independently predicting survival and poor outcome alongside mGS were the previously wellestablished markers for ICH severity [2] , ICH-volume and GCS. Among these, mGS (as a surrogate for IVH severity/extent) and ICH-volume are potentially available for direct treatment. GCS is not available for specific treatment but can instead be considered an early outcome variable depending on other factors. The presence of a strong association between mortality and one variable (e.g. GCS) in a subgroup of patients is likely to obscure additional effects on outcome of other factors, like mGS. With this in mind, it is notable that mGS continued to be associated with both mortality and poor functional outcome even after adjustment for GCS in multivariate analyses.
The high ascertainment rate for stroke in general and ICH in particular -due to high hospital admission rates [12, 28, 29] and CT rates [12, 30] in this population, lends validity as well as generalizability to our findings. Additionally, the personal identification numbers enabled survival follow-up from official sources for all included patients. Our study's incidence rate of 21.0 (95% CI 18.4-23.5) per 100,000 person-years is in line with previous international estimates of ICH (24.6; 95% CI 19.7-30.7)
[31] but slightly lower than a prior Southern Swedish study from 1996 (28.4, no CI available for age standardized incidence) [32] a difference that might be due to the inclusion of patients with previous stroke and patients diagnosed with ICH at autopsy in that study. The presence of universal access to health care at one single hospital for our population decreases the importance of many social and economic factors from influencing the outcomes of ICH and increases the relevance of these findings as an estimate of outcome in populations with uniform access to high levels of care. The low surgery rate in our study (8%, ICH evacuation and/or EVD placement) is similar to North American practice [33] . One main limitation of this study is that functional outcome was assessed by telephone or from medical records and not from a clinical examination, making an objective assessment more difficult. Furthermore, we lacked information on hematoma expansion and 'do not resuscitate' decisions, which are factors known to affect the prognosis after ICH [34, 35] . We restricted our analysis to supratentorial ICH, which likely increases the models prognostic accuracy at the cost of limited generalizability of results for infratentorial ICH.
As patients with IVH have a greatly increased risk of death and poor functional outcome, estimations of IVH severity are central in order to better understand the disease, to develop better therapies, and to implement delivery of new therapies in clinical practice. The mGS seems to be an easy and quick way to estimate IVH severity, but the results of this study need to be validated in epidemiological cohorts elsewhere as it lacks external validation. Likewise, there is a need to assess if mGS can be incorporated into established ICH prognostic scales similar to how the oGS has been incorporated into the Hemphill ICH-score by Godoy et al. [36] . However, to provide useful data for design of clinical trials, such a comparison likely needs to be adjusted for thresholds of established prognostic factors, supratentorial vs. infratentorial ICHlocation, and GCS subgroups. The effect of IVH severity on functional recovery after ICH alongside other radiological factors, such as for instance, white matter lesions [37] , also needs to be evaluated.
Conclusions
The mGS improves survival and functional outcome prediction after supratentorial ICH beyond other established prognostic factors in a broad ICH population. The mGS makes it possible to differentiate between severe and less severe IVH, which is of importance, as survival after ICH differs greatly with IVH severity. To our knowledge, mGS is the first scale for IVH severity assessment that has been validated in ICH patients from both clinical trials and a consecutive hospital-based study, indicating the usefulness of mGS for both research and bedside situations. 
